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they consist of fcc austenite matrix, bcc ferrite matrix and finely
dispersed k-carbides ((Fe, Mn) in nano scale range. It was also
revealed that the high yield strength material having a dualphase microstructure and ultrafine grains shown excellent
mechanical properties.

Abstract
The strain rate effect of size variants on tensile behavior of
aluminum after deformation by ARB was investigated. The
yield strength, ultimate strength and tensile toughness for size
variants were all observed to increase with increase strain rates
at different ranges for the size variants deformed by ARB.
Different results of deformation on yield strength for revealed
for sizes variants. Different results for size variants on tensile
behavior was also revealed for different strain rate during ARB.
It was shown that yield stress generally increased with
decreasing grain size since this was accompanied by
dislocation motion from grain interiors to grain boundaries and
subsequent dislocation pile-ups at the grain boundaries. It was
also observed that in the directions where the grain sizes
increased and subsequently decreased due to grain breakage
(i.e. r1 and r3), there were more material flow in those
directions, accompanied by more dislocation motions,
dislocation pile-ups, and hence larger grain boundary
curvatures in those direction. It was also shown that the
material suffers a breakage of the laminar structure due to
surface stress and strain that is generated during grain
refinement on the TD, ND and RD. The critical condition of
grain breakage occurs when the size of the grain is very small
during grain refinement. The motion of dislocations is
characterized by easy slip without any blockage inside the grain
and this creates sub-cells that result in dynamic recovery.

Some material was reported to have high yield strength and
large elongation. Some researcher attributed the high yield
strength to the precipitation strengthening [20]. Some studies
shown the stress- strain relationship between the constituent
phases and their back-stress-induced strain hardening were
revealed to play an important role in the process of severe
plastic deformation for most materials during deformation [2122]. As such these materials can be considered as a perfect
candidate for the process of advanced impact-tolerant
structures in automotive and other related industry due to their
excellent mechanical properties specifically their yield
strength.
Generally, most plastic flow behaviors during grain refinement
and their corresponding deformation mechanisms are greatly
dependent on the loading rate of the material during
deformation [23–44]. It is also reported that the resistance to
plastic deformation or plasticity in severe plastic deformation
is a rate-controlling process that is affected strain rate [23–30].
However, the quasi- static tensile behaviors and their dynamic
behaviors at high strain rates have been studied and well
characterized in previous research findings [1–50]. In this
research findings there are limited experimental data on various
deformed material at the intermediate strain rates [51–55],
which is a vital transitional region in application such as
automobile industry due to the fact that vehicle crushing often
happens during car operation and in this strain rate range or
within an even higher strain rate range during operation.

Keywords: Strain rate, size variants, deformation, aluminum
and yield strength.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Materials that have high yield strength high ductility are mostly
used in automotive and aerospace application [1-6]. For the
past decades now several design methods have been used to
produced materials that have high yield strength and high
ductility such as severe plastic deformation in accumulative roll
bonding, transformation-induced plasticity [1–5], twinninginduced plasticity [2–6], and also the dual-phase [6,7]. For over
the past decades high strength having very low density was
achieved by adding Al (3–12 wt. %). The produced materials
have excellent mechanical properties, high yield strengths and
uniform elongations [8–19]. It has been reported that most of
the high yield strength are based on Fe–Al–Mn–C alloy, and

Therefore, the potentiality and applications for materials
applicable in the automotive industry require a comprehensive
and details understanding of the deformation physics subjected
to their dynamic loading at intermediate strain rates during
deformation. However, in high yield strength microstructure
their strain rate sensitivity is quite different and therefore the
loading rate can affect the stress/strain relationship. Since strain
rate effect on material deformation is still undefined. The
tensile strength of the produced material must also be tested if
it can withstand the desired load it was produced to withstand
during tensile loading condition. Due to this research gap series
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of uniaxial tensile tests over a range of strain rates have been
conducted on aluminum after severe plastic deformation by
ARB.

lower and upper members of the universal testing machine.

VI.
STRESS TESTING (MECHANICAL TESTING)
AND DATA CAPTURING

Their strain rate effect on flow behavior after ARB process
study. This was to reveal the results that affect strain rates and
tensile loading condition in materials used in automotive
industry.

II.

The yield stress was measured during the deformation of
nanostructured materials. The yield stress incurred by the dog
bone samples were measured as shown in fig.10. The materials
were
subjected
to
longitudinal
loading.
Before
experimentations by ARB the sample yield stress was
measured and the sample for microscopic examination was
removed for microscope study. After each processing route by
ARB, a section of the material was cut for microscopic
observation and tensile testing. The results of microscopic
examination are also analysis to the strain activities during
deformation. The section of the materials taken for tensile
testing was used to measure the yield stress of the materials in
the different experimental cycles by ARB

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The material was deformed by ARB processing routes. During
experimentation the 6082T6 Aluminum was forced or fed
through the rotating shafts. The rotating shafts gripped the
6082T6 aluminum sample and forced the sample through the
rollers in the first pass. The deformed 6082T6 aluminum was
cut into two pieces and stacked together. Before stacking, the
entire surface of the strips was wire-brushed (i.e. using stainless
steel brush) and degreased with tetrachloroethylene to achieve
good bonding. The materials were joined together in the
corners using aluminum wires and subsequently rolled. The
whole sequence of “rolling, cutting, face-brushing, degreasing
and stacking” was repeated again for several “passes” until
nanomaterials with required characteristics were obtained. The
samples with the deformed microstructures were examined
using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) to obtain
lengths along the major axis r3, semi major axis r1 and semi
minor axis r2. Tensile test was also performed to test the tensile
load the produced material can withstand.

III.
SAMPLE DESIGN FOR
TESTING (TENSILE TESTING)

Figure 2: Dog bone samples after tensile test

MECHANICAL

In order to compare properties of materials deformed after
different passes during grain refinement, it was necessary to
design the samples for tensile testing as shown in figure 1.

V.

MICROSCOPE STUDY AND MODELLING

The initial sample with the deformed materials were examined
using TEM. Standard TEM thin foils 3mm in diameter were
prepared by electrolytic twin-jet polishing (at −30◦C, 30 V) in
Struers Tenupol 2 filled with 6% solution of perchloric acid in
methanol. The observations were carried out at
200 kV with JEOL JEM 2000FX microscope equipped with an
X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer (XEDS) LINK AN 10
000. After the microscopy analysis the relevant models were
designed based on the microscopy analysis.

Figure 1: Dog bone samples designed for mechanical testing.

In order to contain the little sample geometry, the dog bones
were designed using the measurement of the gripping heads in
which the dog bones could easily fit and screw into the
universal testing machine as shown in figure 1. The actual setup procedure for tensile test is given as follows. Before each
testing period, the upper and lower grips are protected with the
use of an alignment guide and alignment screws. The sample
was clamped on both clamp members that were screwed to the

(a)
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Since the equivalent radius r decreases continuously during
grain refinement r can be represented

dr  Qr dt  CdW t 
where Q and C are constants

(b)

The modified expression of the HPR to reveal the Reverse HPR
given by Zhao (Zhao et al. 2006:472-474) which was later
modified to consider the stochastic nature of grain size is given
by

Figure 3(a) deformed materials after ARB cycles
(b) Schematic of elongated grains due to deformation
in 3-D grain.
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During microscopy process the following observation led to the
derivation of the relevant models. It is observed based on
experimentation and represented in Fig. 3 (a-b) that the longer
grains tend to break along a common grain boundary to form
multiple grains. This grain breakage dramatically reduces the
lengths of the grains along the semi major axis and the major
axis directions, which start to lengthen again. This grain
lengthening-and- breakage process repeats itself over and over
leading to the effective lengths of the semi major axis and major
axis getting shorter when compared with the starting lengths. It
can be said that the evolutions of the semi major lengths and
the major axis lengths are stochastic jump processes in nature.
This activity affected grain elongation during grin refinement
shown in equation (1).

3 r 0 r1

(5)

where is bulk yield stress, is HPR proportionality constant, K
and  0'   0  K t A  K d B  Kt 2hH m / RTr  C  K d 2hH m / RTr  is
t

a constant, h is atomic diameter in the case of metal, H m is the
bulk melting enthalpy, R is ideal gas constant, T r is the room
temperature, K d  100K t and  0  10K t
The models of strain for nanocrystalline material is defined
from the different grain size variants in expression (2-5) are
given as

d r  d[dr / r ]  d (Q(r )dt  CdW (t ))

(1)

By employing the different experimental observation for r, r1,
 1  d[dr1 / r1 ]  d (M (1 / r 1c (1 / r1 )  1 / r12 )dt  DdW t   A(V1 )d (t ))
r2 and r3 during grain refinement the following set ofdconditions
is established for 3-D grain. Since r, involve increase and
instantaneous decrease by breaking. The expression of r1 during
grain refinement can be represented
d  d[dr / r ]  d ( Ratio (dr ))
2

1

2

(8)

(9)

(10)

The models of strain rate for nanocrystalline material is defined
from the different strain variants in expression (7-10) are given
as

CD = 4(Hm)(h0)/((k)(T)), Tm = T{ln(m01/m) and M0= M01exp{Tm(inf)/T}

 rr 

For r2 that decreases as a fraction of r during grain refinement,
r2 can be represented

 r   d  Qr dt  CdW t 

d dr
dt

 dr 
d 1 
r
 r1   1  
dt

(3)

It was experimentally observed during grain refinement that r 3
decreases at a lower rate than r1. The model of r3 can be
represented as a proportion of r1 given as

dr3  Ratio1 dr1 

2

d 3  d[dr3 / r1 ]  d ( Ratio1 (dr1 ))

(2)

where rc1 = the local critical grain size, A and D are Constants,
dW(t) = increment of the wiener process, V1=define rate of
grain  1 r12 breakage process, M= M0(1+CD (r12/r13)),

dr2  Ratio 2 dr 

(7)

d 1  d[dr1 / r1 ]  d ( M (1 / r 1c (1 / r1 )  1 / r12 )dt  DdW t 

3

 
 1 1
dr1  M   dt  r1 2  DdW t   Ar1 V1 d t 
 rc1 r1 

(6)

 r2

(4)
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dt

  1  1  1 

d  M     2 dt  DdW t   AV1 d t 
  r1c  r1  r1 

dt

 dr 
d 2 
d Ratio 2 dr 
r
  
dt
dt

(11)

(12)

(13)
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 r3

 dr 
d 3 
r
d Ratio 1 dr1 
  1 
dt
dt

showing more rapid enhanced properties. Since elongation can
be termed lengthening, it can be concluded that materials with
elongated grains have more enhanced properties which rapidly
drop with continuous lengthening of the grains. The reason for
the subsequent decrease in yield stress with further increase in
elongation was due to the fact that there came a point where the
elongation became extremely large with very small changes in
grain size leading to low plastic deformation and low materials
hardness. Extreme plastic straining led to distorted structures
where the grain boundaries and grain curvatures were in “nonequilibrium” states. Furthermore, it has been revealed as shown
in Fig.3 (d) that different critical grain sizes exist for r1, r2, r3
and r, but at the same yield stress value.

(14)

The derived expression of elongation is used to test the impact
of elongation on yield stress, strain and strain rate. Equations
(1) to (14) are solved simultaneously using Engineering
Equation Solver software (F-Chart Software, Madison,
W153744, USA) and results presented (GB) mobility function,
CD= 4(Hm)(h0)/((k)(T)),Tm = T{ln(m01/m) and M0=
M01exp{-Tm(inf)/T}= initial grain boundary mobility constant,
dW(t) is of wiener process and dN(t) is the number of
coalescence events within an infinitesimal time interval.

The different strain rates observed in Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows a
general trend. It should be observed that in order to increase the
material yield stress, the rate of straining of the material had to
be reduced which was in line with the observations made by
other researchers (Barnett, Estrin, Hodgson & Sabirove,
2009:181). The reduction in strain rate was to allow the
material to relax and accommodate more plastic strain.
Furthermore, it was observed that indefinite reduction in strain
rate did not lead to more property enhancement since it was
becoming difficult for the material to deform.

Since r3 decreases as a fraction or proportion of r1 during grain
refinement, r3 can be represented Ratio2=1.071 and  1 =
0.000008. The additional data were obtained through curve
fitting of the empirical data from the different measures of the
sizes from table: 1. The obtained results are presented in the
plots and discussed below.

(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure 3 (a-d): Plots of yield stress as a function of strain rate

From Fig.19 (a-b) it is observed that yield stress evolved as
predicted by Hall-Petch to Reversed Hall- Petch Relationship
(HPR-RHPR) when measured as functions of elongation, strain
and strain rate. The yield stress generally increased with
decreasing grain size since this was accompanied by
dislocation motion from grain interiors to grain boundaries and
subsequent dislocation pile-ups at the grain boundaries. It was
observed that in the directions where the grain sizes increased
and subsequently decreased due to grain breakage (i.e. r1 and
r3), there were more material flow in those directions,
accompanied by more dislocation motions, dislocation pileups, and hence larger grain boundary curvatures in those
direction.

(e)

Figure 4: TEM observations after different experimental
cycles during grain refinement.

During investigation of the strains on the microstructures, it
was observed after a small number of experimental cycles that
there is a mixture of grains that have not deformed and grains
that suffer a reduction in thickness and an elongated
morphology oriented in the RD as shown in Figure 4 (a). After

The yield stress when measured as a function of grain size and
strain with grain size measured along the r1 and r3 directions
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several experimental cycles the orientation of the grains can be
seen as shown in Figure 4 (b). They are two different types of
grains coexisting in Figure 4 (b), the equiaxial and
morphologically elongated grains. After further experimental
cycles severe reduction of thickness of grain size is shown in
Figure 4 (c). The grain boundaries become less visible since the
grains are thinner and elongated in the rolling direction as
shown in Figure 4 (c). As the number of experimental cycles
increase the microstructures show a more uniform structure as
shown in Figure 4 (d). The material strain is very high due to
many experimental cycles of grain refinement. The dislocations
density is high due to the high deformation suffered by the
material during continuous straining of the material. As the
number of experimental cycles increase the microstructure
obtained is shown in Figure 4 (e), from where it is possible to
observe recrystallization. The material is continuously
recrystallizing as observed in Figure 4 (e). This is characterized
by grain subdivision of ultra-fine grains which are recovered to
form new ultra-fine grains with migration of grain boundaries.
The material suffers a breakage of the laminar structure due to
surface stress and strain that is generated during grain
refinement on the TD, ND and RD. The critical condition of
grain breakage occurs when the size of the grain is very small
during grain refinement. When the size of the grain is stable,
the movement of free dislocations is shorter and the formation
of dislocation in the grain is limited. The motion of dislocations
is characterized by easy slip without any blockage inside the
grain and this creates sub-cells that result in dynamic recovery.
As more grain refinement takes place grain growth occurs due
to adiabatic warming. Table 2 shows the results of tensile test.

experimental results since there exists some correlation
between both theoretical and experimental results as
demonstrated in this paper. Therefore, the produced
nanomaterials by ARB has significant yield strength and it can
be used in automotive industry.

IV.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

The current study was aimed at studying the strain rate effect
and tensile behavior of aluminum and their application to
automotive industry. To achieve this tensile test, ARB
experimental, modelling and microscopy analysis was done.
The produced material was subjected to tensile testing and the
strain rate models were derived based on size. The
microstructure analysis was done to validate the dislocation
activities and the degree of strain rate of the produced materials.
The following fact was theoretically revealed and validated
experimentally.
The yield stress generally increased with decreasing grain size
since this was accompanied by dislocation motion from grain
interiors to grain boundaries and subsequent dislocation pileups at the grain boundaries. It was observed that in the
directions where the grain sizes increased and subsequently
decreased due to grain breakage (i.e. r1 and r3), there were
more material flow in those directions, accompanied by more
dislocation motions, dislocation pile-ups, and hence larger
grain boundary curvatures in those direction. It can be
concluded that materials with elongated grains have more
enhanced properties which rapidly drop with continuous
lengthening of the grains. The reduction in strain rate was to
allow the material to relax and accommodate more plastic
strain. Furthermore, it was observed that indefinite reduction in
strain rate did not lead to more property enhancement since it
was becoming difficult for the material to deform. The material
suffers a breakage of the laminar structure due to surface stress
and strain that is generated during grain refinement on the TD,
ND and RD. The critical condition of grain breakage occurs
when the size of the grain is very small during grain refinement.
The motion of dislocations is characterized by easy slip without
any blockage inside the grain and this creates sub-cells that
result in dynamic recovery.

Table 2: Data from Mechanical testing (Tensile test) and
Experimental cycles
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